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Get up to 500 Free Spins at Online Casinos. At Beat The Fish, we’re avid slot fans, so we know the best
places where any player can earn some impressive free spin bonus offers. In all of our years of playing at
online gambling venues, here are our picks for the best free spins casino sites. Site Bonus Wild Casino
50 free spins when you refer a friend Claim Now Planet7 Casino 50 free spins when you sign up Claim

Now Slot'O Cash 300 free spins on your first 5 deposits Claim Now Red Stag 500 free spins on your first
7 deposits Claim Now. Planet 7 Casino Free Spins. All new players who sign up to Planet 7 online
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casino get the choice of either a $25 casino chip or 50 free spins on slots. There are three options
available: 50 free spins on Mermaid’s Pearls 50 free spins on Mariachi 5 50 free spins on Trigger

Happy. This is a great offer, as it gives players a choice of which games they prefer to use their free
spins on. Normally, online gaming sites hand you free spins on slot machines of their choosing, but

Planet 7 is a site that give you the power. This is a great way to get started at Planet 7 casino. The site
offers up a great range of slots and casino games, with impressive jackpots, convenient banking and

generous bonuses. Important Rules Regarding Planet 7’s Free Spins. As is the case with all free spins
offers, terms and conditions come attached. There is a maximum cashout of $100 and bonus spins

come with 10x additional wagering requirements. Planet 7 Casino offers up 50 free spins to new
players, and allows you to choose which game to play them with! The most important thing to remember,

though, is that you have to use all of your free spins in a single session. If you quit the game you’ve
chosen to play you free spins on, you won’t be able to pick up where you left off later. Wild Casino’s

Refer-a-Friend Free Spins. At Wild Casino, you earn free spins a little differently to how you would at
other online casinos. What sets this offer apart is that it your free spins come attached to the refer-a-
friend bonus rather than the welcome bonus. This is pretty unusual in the world of referral bonuses, as
well. This is because most online casinos will give you a small $10 or $20 credit that come with steep

wagering requirements – but, this isn’t the case at Wild Casino. Here, you get 50 free spins instead, and
there is no limit to the number of times you can claim free spins from the referral bonus. Once your friend

clicks your referral link and deposits $25, the free spins are credited to your account by the following
Tuesday. This really gives Wild Casino a big advantage over its competitors. It’s a very attractive bonus

in and of itself – but, is geared towards existing players – whereas most other free spins offers are
targeted at new players. Slot’O Cash Free Spins Welcome Bonus. Slot’O Cash provides new players

with a whopping 300 free spins over the course of their first 5 deposits. These are awarded on some of
the top slots available from Real Time Gaming: Match Bonus Free Spins Bonus Code Game 200% 100

Spins SLOTO1MATCH Cleopatra’s Gold 200% 50 Spins SLOTO2MATCH Wild Fire 7’s 100% 50
Spins SLOTO3MATCH Bubble Bubble 100% 50 Spins SLOTO4MATCH Bubble Bubble 2 177% 50

Spins SLOTO5MATCH Voodoo Magic. The operator has chosen five of its top slots for this offer, which
we really admire. If you’re new to Real Time Gaming slots, these are certainly the slots you’ll want to play
first so we appreciate that Slot’O Cash has put them up-front and center as part of this offer. Red Stag’s
Free Spins Bonus. All new players at Red Stag online casino get to claim a generous welcome bonus
that is awarded over the course of their first 7 deposits. Each of the deposit bonuses offers a different
match percentage and comes with between 25 and 150 free spins. For the full details on this generous
promotion, check out the table below: Deposit Bonus Free Spins 1st 275% up to $550 100 Spins on
Dolphin Reef 2nd 175% up to $350 100 Spins on Fat Cat 3rd 100% up to $200 50 Spins on Funky

Chicken 4th 175% up to $350 50 Spins on Cool Bananas 5th 100% up to $200 25 Spins on City of Gold
6th 150% up to $300 25 Spins on Cherry Blossoms 7th 275% up to $550 150 Spins on King Tiger.
When you make a deposit, your bonus funds and free spins are credited to your account right away.

There is no need for you to use a bonus code – which definitely saves you a lot of trouble since there are
so many different free spin bonuses up for grabs. Wagering Requirements on Red Stag’s Free Spins.

As is the case with all casino bonus offers, wagering requirements apply. These are strict rules that
dictate how you must claim the deposit bonus and free spins and any restrictions on withdrawals. At Red
Stag online casino, a 30x wagering requirement applies to your welcome bonus. Your free spins have a

40x wagering requirement. While this might sound a bit steep, it’s actually fairly standard in the grand
scheme of casino bonuses. The vast majority of gambling sites have wagering requirements of 30x –
and there are even some that can reach heights of 55x. What To Remember When Playing at Free
Spins Casino Sites. Every free spins casino has a different set of rules regarding their bonuses. It

normally is as easy as making a deposit and claiming the offer – but, you should always read the terms
and conditions for specific rules that you must abide by. Otherwise, you could miss out on some

impressive free spins casino bonuses. Free Spins Slots. When you claim a free spins bonus, it’s not a
free-for-all; you can’t just choose any game to play with your bonus spins. So, you should always check
out the list of eligible games to make sure that the type of slot machine you’re interested in playing is
available as part of the offer. At USA online casinos, you won’t find the typical free spin bonus games

like Starburst or Dead or Alive. In fact, you will only be able to play games from Real Time Gaming, Rival
Gaming and other American-facing slot software providers. Minimum Deposit and Restrictions. In order

to claim bonuses, you must always meet a minimum deposit level. At most USA online casinos, you have
to deposit $20 or more in order to be eligible for a free spins offer – however, there are some sites



where this figure can be $30 or even $50. Operators also place restrictions on which deposit methods
are eligible. You’ll often see that deposits made with Neteller and Skrill cannot be used claim bonuses –

so, if either of these are your banking method of choice, you’ll want to look up alternatives before you
claim and free spins. Bet Size. Whenever you claim free spins, there is a set bet amount per spin. In

most instances, your free spins wagers will be worth 10c, but there is always the chance that it could be
more. For example, there are some casinos where the value of each spin wager is 20c – which boosts

your potential to accumulate some decent winnings. Game Weighting. When fulfilling your wagering
requirements as part of free spins casino promotions, you should be aware that game weighting applies.

What this means is that different casino games will contribute differently. Slot games and keno will
always contribute 100% but table games vary. Blackjack and video poker are normally weighted at 10%
while roulette, baccarat and craps don’t contribute at all. Any miscellaneous games tend to have a weight
of 25% to 35%. So, be sure to keep these figures in mind when you’re deciding which games to play in

order to clear your bonus. Win Caps. Most free spins casino offers don’t come with wagering
requirements. Instead, they have win caps attached to them. What this means is that you can keep all of
your winnings – up to a certain point. $100 tends to be the most common win cap ; however, you may
find that some online casinos will limit your winnings to $50. So, make sure you read the terms and
conditions before claiming any free spins – just to make sure you’re able to make the most of your
bonus. The Mariachi 5 from Real Time Gaming is a popular slot included in many free spins casino

bonuses. Expiry Dates. Time limits also come into play when claiming free spins bonuses. Free spins
don’t just wait around forever until they’re claimed; they will expire if you don’t claim them or use them

within a certain period of time. At most online casinos, this is 24 hours. However, some sites are a little
more lenient and give you two days. Frequently Asked Questions. � Which online casino gives the most
free spins? The online casino that offers the most free spins is Red Stag Casino. Along with providing
players with the opportunity to claim up to $2,500 in their welcome bonus, the operator also offers up to
500 free spins on various popular slots. � What is a free spins casino? Free Spins Casinos are online
casinos that offer free spins bonuses to new and existing players. � What online casino provides a free
bonus without deposit? In the USA online casino market, it is rare to find offers for free spins that don’t
require a deposit. However, at BeatTheFish, we keep our ears to the ground for great casino bonuses,
so we’ll let you know as soon as we hear of any impressive no deposit free spins offers. � Which slot

has the most free spins? The number of free spins available on a slot is dictated by the casino operator
in its bonus terms and conditions. So, make sure you read the terms and conditions before you claim

any free spins casino bonus on any game. � Can I win real money with free spins? Yes! It is possible to
win a real-money prize when you claim a free spins bonus. In many cases, the cash you win is yours to
keep without any wagering requirements attached – but, there is a win cap imposed which is normally
about $100. � What slot games can I play for free? There is a long list of slot games that you can play

thanks to free spins casino bonuses. Top slots from Real Time Gaming and Rival Gaming are available
to played, such as Bubble Bubble, Trigger Happy, Mariachi 5 and Cleopatra’s Gold. � What online

casino has the best welcome bonus? This all depends on your definition of “the best”. If what you want is
the most free spins, then Red Stag’s 500 free spins offer is the best choice for you. However, if you’re
after quality over quantity, then we’d recommend Planet 7; even though only 50 free spins are on offer,

the wagering requirements are much better. � Are free spins really free? This is the age-old question in
the online casino world, and the answer is: yes and no. While the spins are technically free, you do

normally have to spend money in order to become eligible for them (so, in the end, the house does win).
This means that you would have to make a deposit to get free spins and, in the case of no deposit free
spins, there are usually wagering requirements attached. However, in some rare instances, you will find

no wagering no deposit free spins – which are genuinely free. Bethany H ( Reviewer and Columnist )
Bethany graduated from York University with a degree in Professional and Creative Writing in 2009, and
quickly jumped into life as a blogger. With a passion for all things gaming, she has worked as a writer in

the casino market for almost 10 years. Bethany joined the Beat The Fish team in 2018, contributing
comprehensive reviews, cryptocurrency features, and gaming news. 
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